Eyre International – Bringing You The
News No One Else Wants To Bring You
The Hidden Truth Behind The News

Fraudulent Prime Minster starts up “The Big Society
Fund” – Part 3 – Giant Fraud
with 5 comments
You know what they say you can “Smell a Rat”
This should be renamed the “Big Ponzi Capital

It was only a matter of time before Gordon and I realised that we had indeed
opened up a hornets nest when we started investigating “The Big Society Rip Off”
and it just simply kept opening up more and more doors to massive fraud and
corruption that has crippled this country and its economy and believe it or not the
bastards are so arrogant they are still at it.
Prime Minister, David Cameron, Deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg and leader of
the opposition, Ed Miliband all form part of the problem in that they are all either
involved or all are aware of the extortionate rape of this country and the associated
tax evasion and do absolutely nothing about it!!
You will recall we paid a visit to one “Boiler Room” that had links to his so called
“Big Society Capital” and those two notorious designers Lord Wei (an apparent
Christian and do good-er) and his fraudulent side kick Lord Cohen.

The elaborate corporate headquarter situated at 788-790 Finchley Road, Golders
Green, London has in its time housed some massive and
pretty impressive companies ranging from Truck Sales – Oil/Gas Companies –
Administrative Services etc and yet the investors and potential clients of these
companies did not realise that this building is simply a “Boiler Room of Virtual
Companies” that have only one ambition in life and that is to take your money and
run.

Since we first exposed this extremely fraudulent address some of these very
powerful non existent companies have done a sort of “Cut and Burn Run” resulting
in a convoy of furniture removal vans taking away their office equipment and their
thousands of fake documents and files of those suckers that gave up their life
savings. That, needless to say, is not the case because the place is empty and is
merely a sort of “Post Box Company HQ”……..so some are now on the run and will
simply re emerge under a different name and at another different “Boiler Room”.
The biggest problem is that even if the Serious Fraud Office or the Police carried out
such an investigation/raid they may or may not put away a few of the smaller fish
and close the case!! It is this mentality wherein lies the problem because they do
not follow the money trail and watch for these same con men re emerging under a
different company name using a variation of their name in another boiler room.
Gordon and I know much more about this address and others in Finchley Road but
for the time being we will focus on 788-790 and just see what turns up.
What I found incredible is just how gullible investors are in taking the bait from
these fraudsters who sometimes put on the most impressive presentaton by
Video/Power Point and blind them with what is basically old data from an old

disused gold mine or some out of the way oil exploration programme in the waters
off Greenland or the Falkland Islands (nudge nudge wink wink).
Then all you need is your Prime Minister or some other senior MP or House of Lords
representative to back them up with equally as much bullshit and before you know
it the share price of this non existent lucrative find as gone through the roof and
billions more are poured into the non-existent project.
Let me give you a typical example of deception before I hand the floor over to
Gordon Brown for a greater insight into this extremely busy corporate empire that
never opens its blinds!!

This is apparently the headquarters of UK Lorries LTD,
788 – 790 Finchley Road,
LONDON,
NW11 7TJ

This is the actual address and building of this massive corporate empire known as
788-790 Finchley Road NW117TJ, London which is a “Boiler Room” for many such
companies………note the blinds are closed…….oh but wait a minute did I see some
movement?…..thought I saw the blinds move to one side!……..must have been a
rat………you certainly guessed right it was one of those endangered species called a
“Corporate Rat” !!!
Can you imagine that this same building/address is the home to many oil and gas
companies who have always been noted for elaborate building and facades, exotic
reception areas and massive boardrooms etc……how can they all manage to fit their
management in this pathetic board room!!
Can one imagine a couple of very senior politicians such as Lord Michael Howard or
Peter Lilley MP (known fraudsters) pulling up in their chauffeur driven cars……where
are they going to park?……..who will serve them with morning tea and biscuits?
I guess you, the British public, are asking why isn’t anyone doing anything about
this? ……a simple and fair question don’t you think?……..the answer is equally as
simple……because the leader of the “Rat Pack” is our own Prime Minister and many
other MP’s and Members of the House of Lords who are all at it!
So by now you are saying “That’s a bit far fetched”……well not really because I
would expect you to say to me “either put up or shut up”….so what about giving
you a sample of some of those that have grey clouds over their heads:

I call this exclusive group “The Nuclear Bomb crew” who were either involved or
knew of a covert, under the radar, sanction busting deal to illegally purchase 3
“Battlefield Ready- Gravity Dropped – Nuclear Bombs” that had been designed, built
and tested by Israel/South Africa….obtain tax payers money via the DTI and put it
into the hands of private investors (some of those above) and including our own
current PM, David Cameron…..then allow the bombs to be stolen and sold on the
black market….. which resulted in not only going to war with Iraq but also the on
going conflicts that have extended from that war.
It is also fact that £17.8 million of this money got siphoned out of that tax payers
money and ended up in the Conservative Party Election Fund….maybe you do not
believe me….well folks here it is and to this day the bastards have never had to
account for it….in actual fact it was our dear Ken Clarke who has now sewn it all up
by issuing “Gag Order’s” on all those that could be implicated in this and other
illegal arms deals.
I guess you do not believe this story……why don’t you check it out yourself it is
written in Hansard 22nd June 1993, and starting at Col. 197 when Lord Doug Hoyle
raised the issue in the House as follows:

Mr. Hoyle If the hon. Gentleman will allow me, I shall tell him what information is
now given to us. We understand the expenditure and what Tory central office

receives. In 1992, central office received £20.7 million. When we asked about that
and about company donations, the Tory party told us to look at company accounts.
I repeat: in 1992, the Tories received £20.7 million. When the records were checked
by Companies house, only £2.9 198million was shown in company accounts. That
means that there is a deficit of £17.8 million. We want to know where that £17.8
million came from.

Mr. Tim Smith The hon. Gentleman has made the suggestion about the accounts of
the Conservative party that was made by a member of the Select Committee last
week : that no accounts had been published between 1979 and 1983. They were
published, and I undertook to send copies to the Select Committee.
Mr. Hoyle I gave way to the hon. Gentleman because I expected him to tell me
where the difference of £17.8 million came from. I shall give way again to him. I am
told that he is a treasurer of the Conservative party. I give way to him now so that
he can stand up and tell us where the £17.8 million came from. Does the hon.
Gentleman care to do that? I am waiting. I do not think that we shall get the
information from the horse’s mouth. We certainly did not get it from the Secretary
of State.
Now you can see some more of those that have very sticky fingers:

I will simply call this the ”Rogues Gallery”
Last but not least a portrait of all those that Gordon and I briefied personally and
gave them paperwork to prove it…….they also should be locked up for not acting
upon the evidence provided……especially our Local MP’s Margaret Beckett and
Chris Williamson who have both neglected in their duty of care towards their
constituents who put them in office……..the latter two should be removed from
Parliament based on this factor alone!! You will clearly see in the pictures below
Gordon and I not only handing out the evidence to these very senior MP’s but also
recording it in photographs and by video.

I call these the “No Action Team”
Someone once said to me how come Gordon and yourself have not form a
company to help potential investors check out such companies as to if they should
or should not invest in a Gold Mine or Remote Area Oil/Gas Exploration Project!! I
guess it certainly makes sense but then who is going to write about it? One could
form such a company with so much ease and charge a nominal sliding scale fee
based on the level of investment………not a bad idea and certainly could take the
“Risk” out of the term “Risk Capital”…….the problem is it’s so rife it would be a very
difficult job to stop all of the fraud in this country but at least it would be a starter!!
It is now time to hand the floor over to Gordon Bowden for yet another
incredible Exposé that will blow your socks off and involves extremely large
amounts of money, including that of the “Tax Payers.”
Start of Gorden’s communication:
Peter.
For the record. More news on:
UK “BOILER ROOMS” running £billion International organised crime networks of
common director fraud money laundering companies.

The Serious Fraud Office, SOCA, and the FSA. The UK experts at fighting Organised
Crime, what a load of cobblers.
More like the “Fools and Horses” DELL BOY Squad, inspectors named “Trigger” and
“Denzil” Easy to understand why hardened criminal call them.
”WOODENTOPS”
Prove it, easy.
COUNTRYWIDE LAND HOLDINGS LTD
REGIONAL LAND
PLATEAU DEVELOPMENT and LAND
and
JAMES KENNETH MAYNARD and his brother THOMAS MAYNARD
ANDREW MICHAEL DUNNE
Operating out of one of their common “BOILER ROOMS” Multiple Suites at:
AIRPORT HOUSE
PURLEY WAY
CROYDON
CRO OXZ
Well the FSA know all about them, they fined the Directors £31 Million.
However, for 7 years, since 2005 Companies they ran had been reported to the
Police by defrauded investors for FRAUD, THEFT and MONEY LAUNDERING but these
accusations were ignored by the Police fraud EXPERTS who declared with CONTEMPT
“This is a Civil Matter”
Had the EXPERTS, the “Plonkers” with their OXFORD Degree’s bought perhaps from
“DELL BOY” to get senior Police jobs at the SFO, SOCA and FSA used one DORMANT
braincell and spotted the common affiliation to
ASCENSION SECURITIES LIMITED 05041873
and the 2005 Chancery Case EWHC 3064
Under Judge Lawrence Collins J
Who gave Judgement on the 6th December 2005
or
SRL CONSULTING SERVICES LIMITED

Registered at this common network of Directors playing “Musical Chairs” in
multitudes of interconnected Companies fronted out of the very same address
all linked to the above Court Case.
So, given “Our” experts are constantly patting themselves on the back, with
the occasional arrest and protecting our gutted Banks, Financial Institutions and
millions of private investors, how is it even a 10 year old with a junior school 2 Gold
Star Award could identify those very same Companies were networked by the same
corporate registration Company and Administrator identified with THOUSANDS of
financially collapsed Companies where the Directors are “Blow me Down” are
recorded at the VERY SAME ADDRESSES but allowed to continue, registering
Company after Company after Company.
The Common Administrators who launch and register these THOUSANDS of
Common Director shell companies.
MS BARBARA KAHAN
JOSEPH KAHAN
YOMTOV EILIZER JACOBS
ELIZABETH ANNE WINZAR
DAVID STEWART BROWN
TEMPLE SECRETARIES LIMITED
TEMPLE SECRETARY LIMITED
CENTRUM SECRETARIES LIMITED
and
COMPANY DIRECTORS LIMITED
and
788 – 790 FINCHLEY ROAD
LONDON
So, for the RECORD lets place these interconnected COMMON Director PONZI SCAM
Companies on file, lets see for the RECORD to the SFO, SOCA and FSA, HOW THESE
COMPANIES DO.
ALLIED OIL AND GAS PLC
ALLIED GOLD RESOURCES PLC
PHEONIX RESOURCES PLC
WHARF RESOURCES PLC

GLOBAL ENERGY TECHNOLOGY PLC
UNITED OIL LIMITED
DOME PETROLEUM RESOURCES PLC
JURASSICA OIL AND GAS PLC
FUTURELLA PLC
ELECTRO SILICA PLC
GLOBAL APOLLO KLEANGAS LTD
YELLOW ENERGY PLC
21ST CENTURY FILMWORKS LTD
SRL CONSULTING SERVICES LTD
STERIWAVE (HUNGARY) LTD
STERIWAVE TERRAFORMING LTD
STERIWAVE YOUANCESTRY LTD
STERIWAVE STARTEC LTD
STERIWAVE DNI LTD
STERIWAVE GALACTICA UK LTD
STERIWAVE LEVITRON (HUNGARY) LTD
STERIWAVE PLC
STERIWAVE PROPERTY LTD
STERIWAVE QUANTUM COMPUTER PLC
STERIWAVE TECHNOLOGY LTD
ECE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY LTD
BUSHVELD PLATINUM PLC
RIDGE MINING (PTY) LTD
MERCATOR GOLD (PTY) LTD
ECR MINERALS
SILVER SWAN GROUP LTD.

Given I know what will happen to these Companies above, they are nothing more
than massive fraud vehicles, Many if not ALL of the Senior Officers at the SFO, SOCA
and FSA should be arrested and prosecuted for protecting
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISED CRIME running in the UNITED KINGDOM
Gordon Bowden.
OK so by now you are all pulling your hair out and saying to yourself how can this
be true…..how can such massive fraud and corruption exist and be
overlooked………it’s so simply really because it is on such a massive scale it is
beyond the average persons mindset to understand it.

Can you imagine a simply exercise like selling fuel to the forces in Afghanistan or
anywhere else and the company that has the contract being a virtual
company…..can one even imagine the implications?
I can assure you that there is much more going on and this is only the tip of the
iceberg.
To put all this into true perspective……all this fraud and corruption is basically the
backbone of the New World Order who find it incredibly easy to carryout such
activity with the added ability to close down any company or country whenever they
so wish.
It is such activity that is bringing the economy down by taking away the ability of
any country to stop them or even tax them……can you imagine that under the
proceeds of crime how much money and properity they could recover…..we are
talking here about billions if not trillions……imagine that amount of money being
pumped back into our economy……we would never have to cut back on essential
services, we would not have to hit the pensioners and the poor…..we would never
have to hike up student fees and we would be not only a financially stable country
we would also be recognised as being a good ethical trading partner…………as it
stands at the moment that is far from the truth……..just to add insult to injury we
have the New World Order via its World Bank/IMF bully boys suggesting the
following:
International Monetary Fund (IMF) has called on the British government to raise
retirement age again in a bid to save the country from financial ruin.!!!!
Now maybe you can see the true axis of evil at work…….May I suggest that next
time you all take to the streets for your peaceful protests you do so outside one
such “Boiler Room” at 788-790 Finchley Road, Golders Green in London or any of
the following “Boiler Rooms” at Arlington Associates, 22 Arlington Street (next to
the Ritz in London) or Lonhro on the 2nd Floor at 25 Berkeley Square in the
Cadbury Schweppes building or 55 Gower Street or Vintners Place at 68 Upper
Thames Street or 180 Great Portland Street…….oh boy the list is too long to put in
one article……one could say around 300 of them in London alone would be a good
starter!!!
But hey listen guys…..do not worry about all the trillions going offshore or wherever
because at the end of the day you are paying for it and at the same time watching
this countries “once proud home of high tech” going down the toilets…..this is what
the New World Order wants………break up society….break up relationships…..don’t
give kids an education….don’t give jobs….close down our industrial bases and set
them up overseas (such as 50% production of Rolls Royce engines now going to
Singapore) or (our high tech railway production going into Europe)……close down
even more companies and make everyone dependant on the state……encourage
alcoholism and drugs…….brng in the chip and pin and bobs your uncle you will
have a state of brain dead dumb f—— who will all become subservient to a “Police

State”…….not to mention the fact they want a 80-90% reduction in the world’s
population by whatever means!!!!
One can see a perfect example of the New World Order at its best when its
subsidiary, the United Nations, implemented Agenda 21 along with that other scam
they call “Global Warming” that will just about finish off the world as we currently
see it.

Just remember when you heard all the sheeples around “Big Brother” will be
watching over you to make sure you do not break out of the “Kettling” !!!
All I can say is there will be a huge demand for shepherds in this country to take
care of all the sheep that accept this situation……….oh well back to your censored
TV and your “Soapies.”
Peter Eyre – Middle East Consultant – 11/4/2012

